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ABSTRACT                 l    '
;                                   |
l This study was conducted tO compare the teaching
inteLaction behavi9r patterns of male secondary physical
education instructσrs with high=skilled and with low―skilled
Students.  Fifteen secondary physical ёducation instructors
frOm central and western New York served as subjects.  Each
instructor was asked to rank his students from high skill'
ability to low skill ability.  From each instruCtoris class,
10 S卜udents, flve f10m the top 33% of the c■ass representing
the,igh―Skilled group and five from the bottom 33% of the
_claピs repFesentittg the low―skilledヽgrOuP, werёrandomly
selected to partic■pate in the study, totaling 150 student
partic■PantSO  A vildeotape recorder with a micropho■e was
1
used to collect data on the 15 teachers, in three consecutive
clagses with the shme studeits.  The Dyadic Adaptation Of
CheffersI Adaptation of Flanders' Interaction Analysis System
(DAC)was uSed to code the interaction Patterns between the
teaqher and students Partic■pating ■ the study.  The data
obtained from the coding of DAC were then transpδsed onto
computei cards for computer analysiso  Multivariate analysュs
Of variance was used―to detor血ine significant differences in
tea`hing interaction behav■or patterns w■t  high_skilled and
青ith low―skilled students.. Discriminant function analysis
identified thosd DAC varittbles that aCCOunted for a significant
amount of variance between thё groups.  Univariate analysis of
variance was tusёd to dete.uline on l"hich variableも thё groups
メ   _み   、_
differed significantly when each variable was cohsidered by
itself, independent of the othOr eight variable3.  The
selさcted level of sign■ficance was .05.  The results of   =
these tests found significant differences between the in―    .
structor with high―skilled students and the instruct6r with
lowttskilled students which led to the re」ection of` he null
hyp6thesis which stated that there 嚇ould be no significant     .
difference ■n the teaching interaction behav■o  patterns of
ma・lё secondary‐phy,iCal education instructors with high―
′    ・
skillёd and with iLow―sk lled students.  The漱'high―skill d
・ ,  ξ:   grotp‐had e greater Reicёntige °f tteacher PraiSe, teacher     ,1  ｀  ξl   ,                                             .1             ,
acceptandelof‐、■deas‐and actio五6・,,teacher questioning, student
interpretive response, and student initiated,behavioro  The
low―skilled group had a greater perこentag  of teacher
dirさctiOns, teacher criticism, and Student predictable
resPonse。
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Chapter l            ´ ・
INTRODUCTION
Throughout the 1900's′ theorists in education have
discussed the positive and negative.outcomes of teaむhers'
expectations on pupi■s・ i teュ■ ctua■ deve■opment and
POtentia■。  C■ark (■963)′ when writing about the effects
of student―teeCher re■ationships on the students.
achievements′ referred to the se■f―fu■filli■g prophecy
by say.ng:
If a ゼbacher be■ieves that a chi■d is incapab■e
of being educated′ it is like■y that this be■ief
w■■■ in some way be commun■cated to the chi■d in
one or more of the many foェュlls Of COntacts ■ herent
in the teacher―pupil rё■ationship.  (po 183)                      ,
]:An expectation or prediction which initiates a sごriこ16
of events that causes the origina■ expectat on or prediction
to become true ■s known as a se■f―fu■fi■■ing prophecyl:
(Martinek & Mancini′■979′ p. 61).  工n other words′ students
who are expected to perfoェニll We■l and be high achievヽFS ip
the c■assroom′ and who are treated by the■r achers ■n
certain ways′ may ■ivo up to the ぜbaёheis' expectations and  L■
may actual■y become high achiёvers.  Likewise′ if the teacher,         7
′   xpects a particular student tO be a low achiever and behaves
inappropriate■y towards‐that student′ then the student may
begin behaving in certain ways and may fu■f ■ the propheC
of becom■ng a ow achievero  simply stated′ the se■f―fu■fi■ling
`_.‐  、‐ 巨
prophecy ref■ects that indivェdua■s w■■ behave as they be■iev
they are expected tO behave, the student behav■or may be
man■fosted in e■ther a pos■tive or a negative direction・   .
工n a recent study′ Brophy and"GoOd (1974)extenSiVe■y
reviewed over 60 studieS・direo ■y concerlieと w th th9,gteStibn｀ 小.・
of teachёr expectancy effOCせ」。 They concluded that theャwork   こ
done by a ■arge number of the ■nvestigators′ us■ng a variqtyFハ
of methOdS Over the past severa■ years′ has  efin■te■y
estab■ished that teacher expectatiOns can and do functiOn
as se■f―fulfi■■ing prophec■es.  These ■nvestigators believe
that if expectancy effects oCCur and Operate ■n the c■as,roOm′
they may～a■SO be ev■d nt in the gymnas■uln′ even thO,gh the
nature of the activ■ty is differento  To Observe actiV■ty in
gymnasiums′ Chёffers. Adaptation of F■andeisI Interaction
Ana■ysis System (CAFIAS)WaS deve■oped by 」Ohn Cheffers。
This system is used t0 0bserサe a■ interactiOns ■h Ch take
place in an entire Classo  HOWever′ in order to ObServe  ,
specific Studёnts in a c■ass′en adaptation was made to
CAFttAS Ca■■ed the DyadiC AdaptatiOn of CAFIASe  This was
done by Martinek & Malcini (・978)′and a110Wed for obServations
to be recorded Onユy When tりe teaCher was ュnteracting w■th
a spbc■fic student or studentso  This study iS based On the
premise that different patterns of teacher―student interactiOn
■n the gymnas■u  take pttace as a resu■t of teacher expectations
of each Student in the c■ass.
scope of Prob■em
This study waS COnducted to cOmpare,the teaching
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MaF′
 :::l′ii[l:iiti[FI:s asked to rank his studentS fro‖
high,ski■l abi■ty to ■ow ski■
of the first c■as .  The top 3
aS haVing high ski■■ abi■tyF the bOttolti3irliSellini:]:[d
as hav■ng ow ski■■ abi■ty.  Ten studё
|……………―― ― 恥武eh二e「硫videotaped were random■y se■cte  to pa■ti
five from each of the two ability tevels.
A videotape recorder wit'h a microphone was used to
collect data on the ■5■eachers in thrbe とonsecutive clざsses
with the same students.  The Dyadic Adaptation of CheffJrs'
t,Adaptation of Flandersr fnteraction Analysis System (Oat-t'ngqt/uquavlt v! 
I
was used to code the interaction patterns between the telaiherI
and students participating in the study.
Statement of Problem
inter:ll]Oill[ili:]li::tt]in[°: ui:]  ::c:i::Iytliy::]:」
1'g
education ■nstructors w■th high-1
l Ma3。r Hypol
There wi■■ be no s■gnificanl
teaching interaction bёh vior ゴal
phys■cal education ■nstructors w:
and with ■OW―こkilled studёntsL
?
―
―
?
??????????????
Assumptions of Study
The following assumPtions were made relative
investigation:
1. The teacher rankings of students were based
teacher's own ability to determine high ski11 ability
from low skill ability leveI. 6'
2. The coding of three consecutivei ctasses $ras
to
°
::i[]
appropriate to yie■d va■id data on the teachinq interact卜On
behav■or patterns of these teachers w■th the■r c■asse .
ノ                                          |
3.  The ski■l ability ■eve■ of each c■ass was equa■|■y ゛         |
divided into thirds=  high′ me ium′・“and low.     オ
4.  The teachers were not aware of which numbers on the
l
pinnies represented high skill or low skill ability. I
I
5. The subjects selected were representative of thle
I
population of male secondary. physical education instruct]ors
I
I
tin New York State 
I
6. The use of a reliable coder was necessary to obltain
Ian actua■ relresentaぜion of the s■uation.
Definitions Of Terms
The following terms
purpose of this study:
were oierationally defined for lttre
pup■l i,terpersonJ■that records the freq ency of tea9her―
behaviors (Amidon & Hough, 1967) .
2.  FlandёrS. 
・
n:teraCtion Ana■ysiS Si:主
:lalil:Sth:iv:rbalsystem specifュCa■y des■gned to objectivelS S ICa■eSigned t0 0bjectiV:lyi:1:::[[stlilli:
ュnteraction between teachers and pupi■s
classroom (emidon & Flanders, 1971).
3。  Cheffers' Adaptation of F■anders. Interaction Ana■ysis
System (CAFIAS) is a validated extension of FIAS, aevefoJea
Ito record verbal and nonverbal behaviors and specifically
deSigned for imp・ementatiOn in desCribing teaCher_plpi・
 |interaction in classes of physical education (Cheffers,
& Rodgers, 1974).
4. Secondary physieal education instructor is an
instructor who is certified to teach in grades 7 through
5. Verbal behaviors are observable, audible human
Amidon′―
■2.
behaviors.
6. Nonverbal behaviors are observable human behavibrs
I
that are not exPressed verballY- I
I
I
7 . Dyadic Adaptation of Cheffers' A
Interaction Analysis System (DAC) is.a validated extensidn of
t
CAFIAS′ developed to test the relationship between teach!r
expectancies and pupil achievement; the individual childfis
the focus of analysis (Martinek c Mancini, 1979).
8. Observed teaching behavior is the teaching behavior
|the teacher exhibited in the class situation as recorded
CAFIASe
9。  Coder reliabi■ity is a ごonsistencyof evaluation on
?
???
?
?
the part of the person doing the coding.
10. High skill ability student is an
posse'Sses a hlgh level of skill ability,'as
instructor. 
* _ 
*..
.ndiv.dual wlil｀
identified bl the
■■.  L6■ Ski■■ abi■ty student is an individua■ whё
possesses a low.■eve■ of ski■l ability′ as ■dentlfied bl thel   
｀
instructor.
De■imitations Of study
The fo■■w■ng "ere the de■im■tations of this sゼudyt      i
・    |
■。  Fifteen male secondary phys.cal education ■nstructors `
were used during the January to M.y, 1980, school term.
2. Each subject was observed three'times while
instructing his- cIass.
3. This study used the physical education instructorrs
I
own judgment td rank the stuents from high to low skilliability
leve1.
4.  This study used one interaction ana■ysis sy,tern′ PACr ・
to describe teaching i■tOFact■ぎn卜behavior patteins.:  `
5.  Ten students′ five high ski■■ abi■ty and.five
ski■ abilttty′ were selected from each class that was v■dこo―
taped.
Limitations of Study 
1L
The following hrere the limitations of this study: I
1. The findings may only be valid for mald'se.o.rdJty
I
physica'I education instructors in the cehtral and westeJn
I
INew York areas 
I
2. The findings may only be*valid when DAC is used.i,
3. The findings may only be val-id when the students uSed
1in the study are randomly selected from the high and low ski1l
ability groups, as ranked by their physical education
instructors.
l Fi`,I.=1,1ミ,t.      ・'・ゞ
■ow
-t'
fl
11-
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE }
I
The literature reviewed for this investigation nas lits
I
concentration in the following areas: (a) dyadic intera-Ction
:
analysis systems, (b) utilization of dyadic systems in
education, (c) utilization of dyadic systems in physical
education, and (d) sunmary. I 1.
Dyadic Interacti"" an"fysi" Sy=tem= t
I
In L979, Allard stated that educational researchers{ have
.ibeen investigating the interactions between teachers and
students in classroom settings for almost 50 years. fhrtugh
the utilization of many types of observational systems, the
process of interaction analysis has been used in observing
the behaviors transpiring between the teacher and; the students.'
l
. 
Brophy and Good (:-g7 4) , through the implementatioh 'or
I
their Teacher-Dyadic Interaction System, were the pionee'rs of
research describing the analysis of teacher- behaviot tiit[cted
I
toward individual students within a regular classroom. The
system, according to Good and Brophy (1970), is useful tb,.
teachers because it could provide feedback concernini their 'l
differential treatment toward male and female students of
different human races.and from different socio-economic
levels
Good and Brophy (1970), before the developme.nt of their
system, felt there were many aspects of classroom interabtionj
which could be recorded as dyadic interaction based on the
premise that teachers do treat individual children differently.
It was also helieved that this system would provide-teachers
with information regarding which students receive littleior
I
no recognition and which students receive prj-marily nega'tive
comments.
cheffers・ Adaptation of F■anders' Interaction AnalゴsiS
system (CAFttAS)deve10ped in 1972 by 」ohn Cheffers was
designed fbr use in physical education classes (Chefferi si'
Mancini , LgTgt) . This expansion of Flanders I Interaelio1
Analysj-s System has meant that it can also be used to present
I
a clearer and more sensitive picture of the teaching-learning
I
1process j-n academic classes.
Martinbk and Mancini (lg7g) were interested in looking
at the interaction between a teacher and an individual I
student. In.order to obtain such data, dyadic interactibnI
was adapted to CAE'IAS. Martinek and Mancini were concerhed
that many of the'intefaCtions were overlooked between the
teacher and the individual student. Through tfie Oyaaic j
-t
Adaptation bf cAFIAS (DAC), the specific interactions Uetween
|ヽ
:l[.I[aileir]|:d:tidilli::ul: ::d:b:iiV[:1:|::[ ::1:::lil[:
as verЬal′ nonverbal′ or bOth verba■ and n9nverbal.L  hit _
´|
allows for a more individualized systematic observation of
physical education classes as well as more sensitive
observations in a classroom setting
TW0 0ther syStems which have beenz:ielellh:::::l:v]il
dyadic inte■ac ion are the lndividua■iz
AnllysiS SyStem and the Teacher ApprOva■―Disapproヤa■
.;9d'
Observation'Record. Dr. George lilewis (Universi.ty -of ,[' 't.'
Massachusetts) modified both FIAS and CAFIAS into fris oJn.
t
system called :the Individualized Teabher Behaviorehaly='i=
System^ (Oien , LgTg) . The'system was developed to use iJ
exploring individualized teacher behaviors and to colleqt
data on individual students. The Teacher Approval-Disapproval
l.'
Observation Record developed in 1973 by White, Beecher, Heller,
I
and Waters (He11er c White , L975), enables the observer fto
record the teacher evaluative verbal response, whether iL ,.=
an approval or disapproval, and whether the response *asl
-' directed toward a single pupil or a group of pupils. l
Allard (L979) believed that with.continued use of dyadic
systems, the informatj-on gathered would benefit the teacLer
in understanding how much time is being spent with one
student in comparison with another
Further investigations of this nature are needed
because individua■ patterns of interaction are an  i
important factor to consider when analyzing the
performance of any group, and becaus'e the extent
and nature of difference in the individual's
,fexperience are a necessary ingredient(sic)to fulty
understand the nature of interaction between
teacher and student. (A1lard, 1979, p. 15)
Utilization of Dyadic Systeins in Education i
The first study using the Teacher-Chi1d Dyadic fnteJ-
.lgction System was conducted by Brophy and Good (1970a). l*fr.
investigators were concerned with the crassroom behavior={o,
!1.'
1-
}
「
―
?
ー
ー
ー
ー
ー
??
?
10
children of various achievement leve1s. Four first gra
teachers were asked to rank their students in order of
. expected achievement. OnIy those students ranked as high or
low were used as subjects. The results from this initial 1
.t '
study revealed the following: low students sought out the
i
teacher less frequently, the low students had more work 1 ,
t
t
related contacts with their teachers, and tire low stud.lU= :
t
were reluctant to come to the teacher to discuss their wbrk.
t
possible'reason for the rel-uctancy of the low studentsi to
I
come to the tdacher 'is because praise and criticism were
I
closely balanced for the high students, whereas the low
students.averaged six critical comments for every favorable-
one. There were also large and consistent differences
found between the expectancy groups. The high students were
:
found to initiate more public response opportunities andrwork
I
related private contacts along with giving more correct lnd
i
fewer incorrect anslrers than the low students. The studLnts
Iidentified as high also had fewer problems per reading tirrn
I
. and received.more praise and less criticism than the lowb.
There was very little dif ference letween the total .n-urn}ie| of 'r :t ,__,_-. _7 ; , .
cohtacts made by the ieacher to €he high.and Iow students. ' \
The measures of teacher-initiated contacts usually favored the :
Iows, but the difference was not found to be statistically
significant. However., the results on-quantity of contacts
t"
were somewhat. at vdriance with those of Good- (1970) and I
Kranzr'Weber, and F'ishe11 (1970) , who found that'teacherJ i
I
, gave significantly more'response opportunlties to the niJf,
11
students. t ,
rn a follow-up study to Brophy and Good (I970a), adnd
Iby Evertson, Brophy, and Good (1973), the results indicdtedI i - '1,that the frequencies' of teacher interactions'with the hi'gh ' 
"'t. '- ""
and low groups were equal. A 
=".ota replication aone b{'
Brophy, Evertson, Harris, and coia (1973) showed that*oJr, :
a few expectancy grouP differences were statistically
significant. These results failed to substantiate the
findings of Brophy and Good (1970h). However, a minority
of teachers within each of these studies did show the same
pattern of favoritism of high students and inappropriate
teaching of ■ow students that was observed in the origittal
study of Brophy and Good (1970b).
This indicates that susceptibility to teacher-
expeitations effects is an individual difference
variable, and data are needed to identify the
teacher characteristi-cs which make teachers more
or less susceptible to such effects. (Brophy &
Good, L974, p. 110)
In 1970, .Good looked at first grade students ,uto* l
l
teachers had singled out as high achievers and Iow achievers.
He found students perceived as hibh achievers received mgre
I
response opportunities and more positive feedback than r
classmates perceived as low achievers J
i
Kranz et al. (1970) studied the interaction betweenl
l■ e■eientary teachers and their students.  The teachersl
ranked their students as high, medium, or low in
achieサёment level.  Thё resu■ts of this study were simユ」ar  2
[
tO Good (1970)′ indicating that teachers interacted more
i:i::ili:ysli:li:le li:: ]i[:[::[:。i:|::lioi[al:[::iv:hili°
W
1
factt■itative than their interactio■ with ■OW achievers. |
 ´rophy and Good (■970a) investigated the re■ぎtionshtp     _
between teacher expectanc■es and pupi■ chievement.  AnalysiS
of the resu■ts ■ndicated that teachers demanded better         ‐
perforlnance of the high student as we■■ as pra■sed thernヽmore.
Further resu■ts showed teachers were more ■ike■y to accept
|
poor perfo■11lance from ■ow expectancy students and ■ess ■キkely
to pra■se good perfonnances by these ■ div■auals w n thとy
,′ |
occurred.  Teachers, when asking questions of their studlntSP
tended to e■ther repeat or rephr■se the question for thelhigh
lexpectancy student whereas when the ■ow eXpectancy student
was asked｀a questibn′ the teachers would typica■■y answer the     `
question for him.  The amount of pra■s give  when a qllestibn
 ヽ                                                                                                   1
:][eini:[::idilirili:lle]l:l: I::hfilid i:kf:ioi二:i:Ci: 1  ′    |
!
expectancy students in their study:             .  
´,    |
aChiei[r i::::iei:a ::[:]:p]I:i:l:[:S:la119::)li::::l:i:|.     .
Brophy and Good (■974) found evidence which supported thさse
ヽ    .｀ '2  ・・‐1    ・ |
results concerning the amorint of praise reieiv*ed or gi.ven.'
: "r 
r' I : 
''
.Da1ton. (1969) observed the teacher-student intdraction
between fourth grade teichers and "the studerits which th6 -
teacher ranked as high expectancy and low expectancy.' fde
t
results indicated the teacher was more direct and critic'al
ド
when interacting with the ■ow s udents′ but more indirect
when interacting with the high students. In summary,
according to Dalton (1969), more appropriate teaching'wa
being given to the high students than the low students. I
Similar results were found in studies done by Good
(1970) , Kranz et al. '(1970) , and Tyo and Kranz (L973) .
Tyo and Kranz (1973) in their study looked at the teacher-
student verbal interaction in classrooms containing migr'ant
and non-migrant students. Of the students in the study,
teachers had lower expectations of the migrant students.
The findings were that the teachers had significantl, *ot"
positive, neutral, and total number of contacts with thel
I,
non-migra.nt students I
These studies indicated that teachers are 1ikely i
I
to have more frequent and more pos■tive ■ teraction
with students for whom they hold high expectations
than with studen€s for wt'iom they hold low
expectations. (Brophy & cood, L974, p. 87)
The results from a study by Good, Sikes, and Brophy
indicated the high students initiated more comments and
(r97 z',)
question,′ Calre` 9ut mOre answers′ and rec ■ved more pra■se
and'less criticism than the low students. It was found
teachers often fa■■ed to give feedback fo1low■ng resp n,さs
I
by low students but stayed with the low students more oft,en
I
after they -failed to answer the initial question. 
i{
Martin and Keller (1976) investigated teacher awareness
13
■4
of classroom dyadic interaction. Results f5oh their study-
indicatedthatteachershadconsiderab1edifficuItyin
estimating thb frequeney of various types of interactiori
I
occurring in their classrooms. Teachers, through their lown
I
awareness of their interaction in the classroom, should'be
t
abte to interact with students in a way which would'benefit
tthe student the most. Based. on this study by Martin and
Keller (1976) r "The results-provide substantial empiricJf.
1
support for the position that teachers are unaware of class-
room interaction" (p. 53) .
Utitization of Dyadic Systdms in Physical Education
only in the past fbw years has dyadic interaction bleen
used'in observing the behavior patterns which occur ih physical
I
education instruction. Four recent studies, Crowe (L9id,),
Devlin (L979) , oien (L9791 , and l,lartinek & Johnsoh (1979) ,
have used this form of observational system in attemptihg -to
focus on teacher behavior directed towards individual stiidents
in physical education class settings.
Crowe (Lglg) investigated teacher expectations 
"ra 
'i
i
te'acher-student interactions through a modification she lnade
Iin Rosenthalrs Four Factor Theory. Teachers of four difherent
.l
physical education classes were asked to rank th'eir studLnts
I
in the order of their physical achievement or skiIl potehtial.
i.
Through the use of Brophy & cood Interaction Ana1ysis. Syltem,
these junior high students were observed.
The results from Crowe's study (1979) indicated that
,l
high-skiIled students were apked as well as given more
.,i
| ., ■    ■~・
11                 ).…バ 、■,1
opportunities to rediOnd to questiOnl thal trl―ユ|"社し卜
'■
lel・
・
11 :
,、[i:lillils卜Il]::「[til[I[ril: :lilit:::i::`:i:li:::Iё; :l [ile 、
‐      '                                                          1               `   1.   ■
ooIIments_and,、pr■ise than the low―sk±1led studento  TeacAois 
・ ｀・
・were aiso fbund tO tiёよt thごhュgh―日ki■ ed student witi l。」:: 1｀,1
_ armth and sup‐port.  工n look土,g at the leve■ Of p rf6rmttnel   ,
、betweёn iLhe two_ roup8′ hlgh- killed students were supёごlor to
, .-,, 
.
'ithe .Iow:skilleE students, Even though the evidence foiind was
r
_.tnot statistically"significant to suggest teachbrs gave niore
、feёdback tb the debighated high achieverSo  Tha iOonc■usi
was made that the dosignated high―skJ■led s u ent recざiづea
mofe prai'se for his performance aE compared to "tlie fow- i
skilled student. .Crowets study f,ailed to ghow any signilf
4dif｀ferencein the´面ount of reinforcement:∵撃ilyl,Fh'faC∵・1代ぜ´「'.   `   ‐ ,.                               ヽ
.to elther of the groupe.
In the-mosf r6ient study ueing DAC, DevLin (1979) wihs
.' i.' '. :'t 
- -,, 
')'interdbted iri determining if dieruptlve-elementary age
，
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?
_‐ chilurenしbu■d alter tlし土r phy8iCa■education teac,?F.Si・
II‐r ::°   ^    :              : ^      ‐                :          く      ヽ
「 …i :´, ' 1
..ri cnrrqren.courcr arEer Ene r Pnysrcal qucaElon Eeac eils l_' r,^j.r 
.
...- - 
.d ,
i* ,, '.".: " direct behivlor thr'ough the irse of 'speciftc contingency,l , .' ,.',',
f. ':" . ": ;,,. , . '. ) . '. :. " ''' ''''i''.....-",,,..: ,,iirarihgement,skllts ln an ritt6mpt"to enhanc'e"the-bhlldt,s gelf: :' :,1i,''' ''.,i,'
| 
". 
- 
- 
; ."-' '.: ....1"'.r',',".. il ' i.' concept,. ."'of the"40 it.id"nt" ueid tn ttre''etuiy ,'20 were'i' ,' .i'i: ,'. i. ,..'...;. ',i ' .,., ...,i : ,: . ,; ',- ;', _. i r'"r'a"'. ,:
■6
 ヽ                                                          1
and gtudent interpretive respOnses  nd_signifiCant■y ■Olミr
scores were recorded for the treatment group on teacher '
direction, teacher criticism, student piedictable .respo,,L.,
and student initiated behavior. These results red to trr'e
conclusionthattherewasasignificantdifferenceinthe t'
dtrect behavior of the physical education teachers towala
the grOup of StudentS WhO rece■ved the treatment and tolard
to those WhO Were ■n the contro■ grouO.
Through the use of the lndiVidua■ized TeaCher BehaviOr.
AnalysiS System′ Oien (1979)exP■Ored individualiZed teaChing
behaV■Or based on student gender.  In the diStr■bution Of the
lndividualiZed Teacler BehaviOrs aCrosS the popu■at19n′
lthe
■nteractiOn between the perce■Ved skil■ levelS Was obSelved・
There Were 22 compar■SOns aoe between skill l,VelS・  Tle
l
:[][iiinil°l:lilledi][[:::l[i lid i]::ic]]:三in::uii:[I[llig
|
authOr■ty lere directed tOWardS the high Ski■■ed Studenキ i
16 out of the 22 comParisons'
The unequal distribution of teacher behaviors
towardindividual"'studentsfoundinthi.sstudy
clearlysupportsthefindingsofsirnilarstudiesl'
i
previously conducted' (Oien, L979 ' p' 25) i
Martinek and Johnson (fgZgl 'used the Dyadic Adaptation of
t
CAFIAS(DAc)toidentifythedyadicinteractionwhichtook
.l
place between teachers and the high and low expectancy students
in physical education instruction. In their study five
directed
elementary  ea9herS Were asked tO rate the■r students acCOrding
｀
｀
|‐
 、 、
|     .
I
IlL7
tq how they expected each student to perfoim in terms of J
1
physica1achievement.Thetop10and1owest1ostudents!'o*
l
-t.
dach, class comprised the sample of 100 students used in the-
study. ,r, this study two male and three female teachers
served as subjects. There was no significant teacher-sex
difference found, allowing these results to be used in
'    compOr■son tO ma■e teachers a■one.  The results from Martinek
and iohnson's study (L979) suggested that teachers frequehtly
approach high achievers as compared to the interaction wh'ich
occurs between Iow achievers and thej-r teachers, thus i
giving high achievers more opportunity to interact *itf,
the teacher. These results are in accordance to those found
iby Brophy and Good (1970) and Crowe (1977). It was found
. 
in this study that more praise'and supportive encouragement
I
.were gj-ven to the expected high achievers than to. the expected
low achievers. AIso, the expected high achievers receiv-qd
significantly greater acceptance of ideas and hore analyt,ical
-l
questions and directioirs from their teachers than did. thd low
I
' achievers.
In summary, it is feasible to assume that within a I
physical education s'ettins, hi-sh 
".ii".r"ts have uir .li * 
' I
. ! li
the advantages--more attention, more praise, more I
I
acceptance, more intellectual stimulation, Pnd a
i   better se■
f―concept.  It fo■■owζ′ theA′ that the
phys■ca■ education teacher should become sens■tize
.    to those behav■ora■ mec nsms that mediate
expectation, whith perpetuate success and fa■lure
?
?
?
18
in children. (Martinek & Johnson, 1979, p. 9) 
I
"The use of DAC in this study also demonstrated thd
i
feasibility of its use in future studies concerned with layaaic
analysis of physical education and cl-assroom instruction"
(Martinek & Johnson, 1979, P. 18).
Summary
j
Educational researchers have been investigating thd
interactions between teachers and students in cl-assroom
settings for 50 years. Through the utilization of dyadic
interacti-on systems, researchers have begun to observe the
behavj-ors occurring between the teacher and individual
students. i.i
There have been four dyadic systems devetoped for rjse
I
in interaction analysis. These systems hre Teacher-Dyadic
rnterac,tion System (Brophy & Good, I-974) , Dyadic Adaptation
of Chefferst Adaptation of. Flanderst Interaction Analysis.
System (Martinek & Mancini, LgTg) , Individualized Teacher
Behavior Analysis System developed by Lewis (Oien , 1979)t.,
and the Teacher Approval-Disapproval Observation R'ecord ir
developed by white, Beecher, He11er, and Water in J-973 |
r A-Fr ](tleller c White, 1975).
Studies done in- the classroom usihg dyadic systems were
-completed by Brophy and Good (L970a, 1970b), Good (1970),
Kranz, weber, and Fishell ,itgzo), deGrbat and Thomp"o., '(l--g+g),t'
Da1ton (1969), Tyo and Kranz'(1973), and Good, Sikes, anil
Brophy (l-972) . General results from. these studies reve-aied
j
-?;r.",
that the high-skilIed students* received more praise, dncourage:
)
‐
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|
~・  ‐  1
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ment, attention, guestions, and teacher-student contact than
Iow-skilled students. On the other hand, low-skilledisLudents
t
were found to receive more criticism, were reluctant to cbme
to the teacher to discuss their work, and sought out t'eactrar=
less frequently..
There have only been four studies completed to date
that have examined the dyadic interabtions taking place in
physical education classes. These studies werd done by Crowe .'
(Lg7g) , Devlin (Lg7gl , Oien (Lg7g) , and Martinek and Johnson
(1979). General results from these studies revealed the high-
skilled students were asked more questions as well as given
more opportunities to respond, received more praiSe, were
treated with warmth and support, and were given more, directions. ( i
The results of the low-skilled students were found to be just
the opposite from the high-skiIled students, especially when
looking at the amount of criticism which was directed towards
*uthe Iow-skiIled students
This lit,erature shows a need for this study to be
performed. According to Allard (7979), "Further investigations
of this nature . are a necessary ingredient to.fully underi
stand tlie nature of interaction between the teacher and
student" (p. 15). r
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Chapter 3
METHdDS AND PROCEDURES
In this chapter the population from which the subjects
and their students were drawn, the testing instrument used
to determine the teaching interaction behavior patterns, and
the treatment of subjects are described. In addition, the
establishment of the coder's reliability, procedure, methoil
of data collection, and the statistical procedures applied
to the data are discussed
Selection of Subjects
The subjects for this study riere 15 male secondary
physical'education instructors (grade 7 through 12) from
the central and western New York areas. From each instructor'S
class I0 students were'chosen to participate in the study,
giving a total of 150 student participants. Class iristructors
ranked their students from high skill ability to low skill
ability prior to the taping of the first class. The top 338
of the class were designated as high-skilled students; the
bottom 33t were designated as the low-skilled students. Ten
students were then randomly selected to participate in the
study, five fqom each of the two categories.
Testing Instrument
The Dyadic Adaptation of Cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders !
Interaction Analysis System (DAC) was used to measure the
teaching interaction behavior patterns between the instructor
and the students identified in the c1ass. This system was.
developed so the focus of the analysis would be on the
，
?????
?
?
´    ~  ~       [1
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individual chiId. DAC is an adaptation of CAFIAS., a system
which was'developed to objectively record both verbal 6nd
nonverbal behaviors. Through the use of CAFIAS, beharziors
are measured every 3,seconds or as often as they chan8e.
With DAC, the only behavior recorded is the interaction
occurring between the instructor and the specific students
identified in the class. The data collected were coded j
by an observer trained in the use of DAC.
Coder Rel:iability
In order to determine the coder's reliability, t$ro
videotapes of two randomly selected teachers were coded on"
two independent observation sessiohs. The top 10'cells
were ranked and the Spearman rank-order correlation was
applied to the rankings (see Appbndix A).
Procedure
Fifteen physical education instructors 
.were contacted to
participate in this study. A class scheduld for each subject
was obtained by the investigator. Each instructor was informed
they wou,ld be videotaped on three consecutive classes having
the same students in his class (see Appendix B). Each video-
taped session was 30 minutes in length. During this time
period the instructor wore.a microphone which shorild not have
interfered with his teaching activities. The instructor was
asked to rank his students from high skill ability to low
skilI ability prior to the taping of the first class. Based
;
on the results of, the instructorts rankings, 10 students were
iandomty selected to participate in ttre study. Five students
ザll.
t・   ,1
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from the top 338 of each class representeci the high sli1l,l
ability students, and five from the lower 338 of eactr-.class1.
represented ithe low skill ability students. With,perniission
of the students (see Appendix C)i the investigator 9aY9'each
student a pinnie with'a number on it for the purpose of
identification on the videotape. The same students participated
in the study on all 3 days, wearing the pinnie with the
same number given to them on the first' day.
Method of Data Collection
Data for the analysis were collected from the three
videotapes made of every subject. The videotapes were coded
by an expert coder using DAC. The behaviors were recorded
on a tally sheet in sequential order.
Scoring of'Data
The data collected from the coding of DAC by Dr'
Victor H. Mancini were transferred to a recording sheet by "
placing a tally in the appropriate ceI1 beside the Group-
Teacher-Student identification riumber. After all the data
were transferred to the recording sheet', they were scored for
each individual student separately through the following
sequence: (1) each ce11 total was summed and-recorded by
writing over the tal}ies, (2) each student. received a total
score for the total number of tallies, (3) each cefl received
a percentage by dividing each ceIl total by the studentrs
total score, and (4) each percentage was conibined under the
verbal and nonverbal cells of each of the 18 DAC behaviors
used in this study, arriving at nine percentages for each
?
?
，
??
．
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student. These percentages were then transposed onto separ6te
data cards for each student for computer analysis. Ttie oaC
behaviors, silence and confusion, were not of intereisJ to the
research'er, so they were not used in the analysis'of the data.
rreatmenl-of Data i
A multivariate analysis of variance was performed to
'determine whether differences in teaching interaction-behavior
patterns, as identified by DAC, existed between the'teacher
and the high-skiIled students, and the teacher and the
' low-skilled-students. Results from this procedure were
analyzed by a di"scriminant function analysis to determirie
the relative contribution of each variable to the betweeit
group difference. A univariate analysis of variance was'
also performed on each of the nine DAC variables to determine
on which variables the groups differed significantly when ,:'
.each variable was Eonsidered by itself, independent of the
other eight variables. The hypotheses were tested at the
.05' level of significance.
Summary
The 15.subjects in this study rank'ed their students
' from high skilt ability to Iow skill ability. Ten students
tl
from each class, five high skil1 ability; and five low skill
..
ability, were randomly Selected to participate in the study.
A videotape reiorder with a microphone was used to record
; for 30 minutes 'per
Dr. Victor H. Mincini used the Dyadic Adaptation of
? ???
?
l
 ヽ1
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Cheffersr Adaptation of Flandersr Interaction Analysis System
to code the teaching UJIr".riot'between the treach6r and,the,i+
students wearing the pinnies. 'The resU1t's bbtained frorh
coding were transposed onto computer cards for.computer.
analysis.
Multivariate analysis of variance was used to determin'e
significant differences in teaching interaction behavior with
high-skilled students and with low-skilled students. The
DAC variables that accounted for a significant amount of
variance between the groups were determj-ned through discriminant
q function analysis. A univariate analysis of variance was
also performed on the nine DAC variables to determine on
, which variables the groups itifferea significantly when each
variable was coDsidered by itself, independent of the other
eight variables.
|
|      ,
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Chapter 4
AIiIALYSIS OF DATA
In this chapter are Presented the results that were i
found when comparing the teacher interaction behav'ior patterns
with high-skilled and with low-skilled students. The Dyadic
Adaptation of CAf'fAS (DAC) was utilized to measure the behaviors
oftheteachersandstudents.A1Iofthecategoriesinherent
in CAFIAS are the same for the OaC system (see ApPendix D),
and its variables will be referred to as DAC variables through-
out this chapter. Within this chapter will also be included
the assessment of coder reliability for this investigation
and a chaPter summary
. 
Coder Reliability
* In order to determine the reliability of the coder for
this investigation, two videotaped class sessions for each
of two randomly selected teacheri were coded on two independer,!
observation sessions. A Spearman rank-oriler correlation for
t-
, the two independent observations was determined for the top
10 ceII concentrations (see appendix A). the mean ot.tt.
correlations was .974 which was sufficient to indicate that
the coder, Dr. Victor H. Mancini, was re}iable. Data from
the comparison are illustrated in Table 1.
Analysis of Teachers' and Students' Behavio,rs i
A multivariate analysis of variance (UaUOva) wastperformed
on the high-skilled group scores of the nine DAC variables with
..i
the low-skilled group scores to determine if the teactiers
interabtions with the high-skilled group and with the low''
・・  ケ T
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' Table 1
"{
Coder Retiability*
i*'
t-
Physical Education Teacher r.
-S
?
?
Teacher One
Teacher TWo
.97 4
*Cod"r retiability was determined by a Speannan rho
correlation on the top 10 cells from the coding of
te"aching behaviors for two independent observations
,:
t
.985
.964
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skiJ-led group were significantly different. The overall
difference between the high-skilled group and the low-skilled
-group for all nine DAC variables taken simultaneously was
statistically significant, F(9,112) = 14.419, p < .001.
Therefore, it"can be concluded that the teachersr interactions
with the high-skilIed group and with the low-skilled grouP
were sign■ficant■y differett・.91‐the sCOres of the n■ne,DAC 、     t .
var■ab■eso  Hence′ th i utt■′Ayp6thes■s、which s,atod tttitithere L_
"ou■
d be no significant difference between the teaching intёr―
action behav■or patterns of ma■e secondary phys■cal educattton
■nstructors w■th high―ski■led students and wェth low―skilled
students was rejected。                                1
Discr■m■nant function ana■ys■s w s used to deteニュ11■ne th
contribution Of each of the nine DAC variab■es to the signifiむant
mu■tivaFiate between―group difference.  TeacheF acceptance      し
contributed 36。2■t to the discriminant functiono  This was
fo■lowed by teacher praise (32.653)′ student initiated behavior
(■■.78t)′ and teacher questioning (8。951)。  The remaitting      :
five variab■es combined contributed ■ess than 12t to thё'
disoriminant function.  The resu■ts are shown in Tab■ё'2。       _
A un■ var■te ina■yS■S Of var■ance waS PerfOニュlled On the    t
nine DAC variables to deteュニlline n which variab■es the groups
differed sign■ficant■y when each var■ab■e was cons■dered by
、 tse■f′ ■ncependent of the other e■g tずariab■esi  Tablё 3
■ndicates significant differences at the .05 1evel on eight ‐
of the n■ne DAC var■ab■es.        '           ‐   ｀  F
Tab■e 4 contains the DAC variab■g・ hёang nd standard   ヽ
′        ｀ 、
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Tab■e 3
Un■var■ate Ana■yses of Var■ance
For the Nine DAC Var■ab■es  ｀
Source of              Sum Of       df       Mean       F
Var■ation             Squares               Square
Teacher Praise
Group                 502.33       ■      502.33  22.45士
Teacher              26■2.56      ■4     ■86。6■    8。34★
Group x feacher(GxT)  644.56      ■4       4 。 04   2.05士  、
, :       :           ` r
Error w/GxT          2684.37     ■20    :  22。37   卜  : ^・J  ・
Teacher Acceptance
Group                 983.80:      ■     9ち3。80   45。33■‐
Teacher              3073。70      ■4      2■9.55   10。■8士
Group x Teachさr(GxT) 454.90      ■4     32。49    ■49
ErrOr w/GxT          2604.08     ■20       2■。70
Teacher Questioning     ・
GrOup                 433.87       ■       433387   ■0。93彙
Teacher              2193.05      14       ■56。64   3.94★
Group x、Teacher(GxT)  489。08     14        34.93     .88
ErrOr w/GxT          4760.86     ■20        39.67
Teacher information  ヽ                                       :
Group                  86。35 ■     86.35    ■.56
Teacher              5453。78  ■4       389。55    7。04士
GrOtp x Teacher(GxT) ■458。29      ■4      ■04.■6    ■。88±      1,
Erior w/GxT          6633。8■ ■20   ヽ    55。28
1
?
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Tab1e 3 (continued)
Sourie of
Variation
Sum of
Squares
df Mean
square
?
?
Teacher Directions
GrouP
Teacher
Group x Teacher(GxT)
Error w/exf
Teacher Criticism
Group
Teacher
Group x Teacherr (GxT)
Error w/ext
Btudent Predictable
ResPonse
Group
Teacher
Group x Teacher(GxT)
Error w/exll
Student InterPretive
ResPonse
Group
Teacher
Group x Teacher(GxT)
Error w/ext
3254。9■
7053.80
■835。50
6876.08
82。45
317.92
469.97
■869.10
■943ご64
20350.7■
2042。44
6324.76
237。78
45880。0
3■47。05
5686.00
■
■4
■4
■20
■
■4
■4
■20
■
■4
■4
■20
■
■4
■4
120
3254。9■
503.84
■31。1■
57。30
82.45
22。71
33.57
15.57
■943。64
■453.62
■45。88
52.70
237.78
3277。■4
224。79
47。38
56.80士
8.79士
2128士
5。29■
1.45
2.■5彙
36.87■
27.58士
2.76士i
5」02■
69。■6士
4=74彙
― =…… ・・・ ・ ・  ・ … …          …                 …Ⅲ   .―           Ч
1
Table 3 (continued)
Source of Sum of ' df I'lean I
Variation ' Squares Square
student lnitiated
Behavior
■     248:7■  ■4。22士      ‐Group               248.7■
 ´   Teacher  ‐          488.49      ■4   34.89    ■。99彙′
Group x Teacher(GxT)  ■72。60      ■4       ■2。33     .70
Error W/GxT          2098.28     ■20        ■7.48
ナp く 。05。
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deviations of the high-skilled and low-skilled gro-ups
These results on Tables 3 and 4 indicate that teacher praise, ,
teacher acceptance of studentst ideas and actions, teacher
questions,'student interpretive response, and student initiated
behavior were exhibited a greater percentage of the time in the
hiqh-skilled group. Teacher directions, teacher criticism, and
student predictable response were exhibited a greater percentage
of the time in the low-skitled group.
The top 10 ranked cell frequencies of interaction patterns
and their percentage of occurrence for both groups are pre- q
sentedinTab1e5.Eieneaththistabteisadescriptionof
each interaction pattern shown. The-density of tallies in
the cells indicated not only predominant teachers I and
students' behaviors but also the sequence of those behaviors.
The p'atterns for both the high-sfiffea and low-skilled grouPs
were dominated by teacher direction followed by student
predictable response (6-8). The percentage of occurrence for
the low-skiIled group was aPproximately twice the'perc6ntage
of occurrence for the high-skilled group. The high-skilled
:
then began to follow a pattern of student interprelive
,+:
response fotlowed by teacher.praise, followed by student"
predictable response followed by teacher information giving
and more student predictable response (8r -Z-9-5-8) . In the
low-skilted group'the behaviors varied from those in the
high-skilled group in that their pattern was dominated by
,i
teacher information giving followed by. teacher directions,
,, :
fotlowed again by student predictable response along with
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more teacher information giving (5-6-8-5).
A few-major patterns of difference from Tab1e 5
which need to be emphasized are the following: the high-
skilled group was found to have a greater percentage of
occurrence of student interpretive resPonse followed by
teactier praise (8\-2) than the Iow-skilled group; a
greater percentage of teacher information giving followed
by te'aeher directions (5-6), along i.lith a greater Percentage
of occurrence of student interpretive response followed by
teacher information giving (8r-5) r occurred with the low-
skilled group.
The patterns exhibited in the top 10 cells for the
high-skilIed group were student interpretive resPonse.
followed by teacher acceptance of student's ideas and actions
(8\-3) and teacher information giving follovied by student
predictable response (5-B). Student predictable response
followed by teacher directions (8-6) and teacher directions
followed by student interpretive response (6-8\) were- bxhibited
as predominant patterns only by the low-skitled group.
Figure f iffu=trates the differences in the occurrence
of each of the nine DAC variables, verbal and nonverbal
between the high-skilled group and the low-skilled group.
The mean percentages of occurrence of the DAC variables are
compared on the bar -graph. It was found that the teachgfs
r'*l-
used a greater percentagd of rierbat and nonverbal praise, 
,.
acceptance, guestions, and nonverbal information giving-
when interacting with the high-skiIled g=o;p.* When
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interacting with the ■o ―ski■■ed group′a greatёr percentage
of verba■ and nonverba■ directions′ cr■tic■sm′ and verba■
info.11こation giving occurred.  In observing the studeitsI
■nteraction′ the high―skil■ed group was found to have more
verbal and nonverba■ i ■tiative′ a■ong w■th a broad inter―
pretatiOn of teacher activ■ ties.  On the other hand′ the
low―ski■■ed group 、howed more verba■ and nOnverba■ predictab■d
response.
The time period in which the instructors were observed
was constanto  During th.is period of time′ the t achers inter―
acted with the high―ski■ёd group 4′548 times in comparisOn
to 2′902 times with the ■ow―skil■ed groupe
S血ary
coder reliabi■ity for this study was deteェlllined by
se■ecting two v■de taped c■ass sess■on  of two randomly
se■ected teachers and coding them on two independent
observation sess■onso  Spearman rank― order corre■ations
on the two ■ndepёndent observations were deteェi ll■ned for
the top ■O ce■■ concentrations (see AppendiX 4)。  The mean
of thO corre■ations Was 。974 which was sufficient to indicate
that the coder wag re■iab■e.
A mi■tivariate ana■ysis of'vaFiLnce tMANOVA)wa`   :´
｀
,‐
performed on the high―ski■ d group scores and the ■ow―
skil■ed group scores of the n■ne DAC var ables to deteェニll■ne
if the teachi■g behOViOrS With the two gFoups were
sign■ficant■y differento  The overa■l difference between the
???
?
?
?
?
，
?
?
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high―ski■ed and ■ow―Sk±■■ed groups for a■■ n■ne DAC var■ab■es
taken・simu■taneous■y was statistica■■y s gnificant′ 二(9′1■2)=
■4.4■9,pく。00■.
A diSCriminant function ana■ysis (Tab■e 2)identified
teacher acceptance′ teacher pra■se′ student initiated behav■or′
and teaChざr questioning aも contributing over 883 of the betweenT
group variance.  A univariate ana■ysis of vari ce was perfoニュιteq
on each of the nine DAC variab■es (Table 3).  On eight Of     ''
thё nine DAC variab■es′ te cher behaviors withithe two ski・■t■3 
‐゛
■eve■O were found tO iDe dignificttntly different at the 。05
1eve■ of significance.  Tab■es 3.an1 4 indicate the Signifi9anl
differences′ m ans′ and standard deviations of the nine DAC
var■ab■es used in the present studyo  Table 5 shows the top
10 interactiOn patterns of the high―ski■ed and Of t e ■OW―
ski■ed groups to be different.  The resu■ts of these tests
■ed to the rさj ction of the nu■■ hypOthesis which stateq that  .
there would be no sign■ficant difference between the teaching :
■nteraction behav■or patterns of male secondary phys■cal
education instructors with high―ski■ed and w t  ■Ow―skilled   I
students.                                            ・ =
ChaPter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
'The present study is the first study to use the
Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC) (Martinek & Mancini, L979)
to observe the interaction behavior patterns of male physical
education instructors with high-sfilled and Iow-skill-ed
students. This study is only the third study to use DAC
to observe interaction taking place between specific
individuals or groups of individuals. Martinek and Johnson
(Lg|g) utilized DAC to determine teacher expectancy effects
on the self-concept of elementary age children. Devl-in (L979)
implemented DAC to assess the teaching behavior of. her subjects
with a single student or a small group of no more than four
students.
Within this chapter,
associated with this studY
with other invelst_igations
an overview of statistical results
and a comparison of those results
relat<id to it will be provided for
the reader.
A mu■tivariate ana■ysis of variance (MANOVA)was perfo.1lled
on the nine DAC variableso  The overa■■ difference betwごen    .
the tёaching behaviors with the high―sk ■led ano With・the
lowiski■led groups was significant■y differёnt′ 二
´
(9′l■2)二 14`4手9,
inく ・0010  This ■ed to the r9jectiOn of the nu■■ hypOthe,is
which stated that there wou■d be no significant difference
between the teaching int9ract10n behav■or patterns of m le     .I .
secondary physical eduCati9n instruCtOrs with hJOh=Ski■led    l
「
              4■
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's-and with low-skilled students
Following the MANOVA, a d,iscriminant function analydis
was fun. The variables teacher acceptance, teacher praise,
student initiated behavior, and. teacher questioning were
found to account for over 888 of the between-group variance'
(Tab1e 2) . 
,
Univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) was also
performed on each of the nine DAC variables. to determine on
which variables ttre grouPs differed significantty when each
variable was considered by itself, independent of the other
eight variables. The ANOVA's revealed significant differences
on eight of the nine DAC variahfes at ifre .05 leve1 of
significance (Table 3). These variables were tbacher praise;
j
teacher acceptance, teacher questioning, teacher directions,
teacher critiiism, student predictable'response, student,'
interpretive response, and student initiated behavior. In
Table 4, the means a.nd standard deviations of the eight
variables which were significant can be located for the high-
skilled and low-skilIed groups. Within the high-skilled
group more interaction in the form of teacher praise, teacher
acceptance, teacher-questioning, student interpretive resPonse,
and student initiated behavior can be seen. fn the low-
skilled group more teacher directions,'teacher criticism,
and student'predictable resPonse were found
The I0 highest ranking ceII frequencies and their
percentage of occurrence. for the high-ski IIed and low-skitled
groups were determined (Tab1e 5). The recorded sequences
|「
|
‐― ■
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of behaviors suggest that teachers gave the high-skiIled
students greater opportunity for student interpretive response
with fewer directions. This could result iri the high-skilled
students receiving more praise and having their. ideas and
actions accepted more often. The low-skilled students. however,
spent a greater percentage of their class time receiving
information and directions, followed by responding predictably,
followed by receiving more directions, followed by responding
predictably, and then.followed again by more teacher information
(5-6-8-5). This Sequence does not allow 'the opportunity for
the low-skilled student to receive as much praise or have their
Thetopinteractionpatternforboth9rouPswasteacher
,
direction followed by student predictable response (6-8). It
shou1dbenotedthatthe1o.rr-ski11edgroupreceiveda1most
twiceasmuchdirectionaSdidthehigh-skiI1ed9roup.These
findings support the results obtaine! earlier in this study :
which showed significantly more directions given to the low-
skilled group. Table 5 r6veal.i tfr" percentage of occurtence ',
for the pattern of student interpretive response followed by
teacher praise (8r-2) to Ue 'S.ga for the high-skilled grou[:
compared to 2.83 for the low-skilIed group. This evidence .
supports the statistical data already.-revealed in this ,sttidy,
relating to the amount of praise directed by the instructor
toward the high-skirled students. Teacher iniormalion giving
foltowed by teacher directions also supported the resutts
found earlier in the present study. The row-skilIed students
、
?）
?
??
??
??
．?
・
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received almost double the percentage of directions given to
)the high-skilled students. The results found on directions,
praise, and student predictable response supported the rejection
of the nuIl hypothesis.
Further results of the present study revealed more inter-
action took place between the high-skilled students and their
teachers than between the low-skilled students and their
The findings of the present study coincide with the
'!
study conducted at the elementary level by Martinek hnd
Johnson (J:glg). rhe study by Martinek and Johnson had been
the only study done in a physical education class using DAC
to look at teachers I interactions with high achievers and low
achievers. It should be notedr due to the lack of studies in
physical education, research completed in general education
classes will be used in comparison with the present re.1ult=. 
,
Martinek and ;ohnsori fwtb) foirna'in"t high achierrlrn 
, 
'
received more praise, significantly more acceptan." of*ideas,
and were asked more analytical que'stions; this coincides :
-!
withtheresu1tsofthepresentstudy.re1atingtothehigh.
skj-I1ed students. Studies conducted in education (Brophy &
Good , L97Oa, 1970b, ]rg74; deGroat & Tho:npson, Lglg,' Good, .
L97O; Good, Sikes, & Brophy, Lg72) also support the present
study concerning the amount of praise given to the high-
..|
skilleil studbnts compared to the amount received by the tow-
skilled students
The low-dkilled students received a significant percentage.
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of cr■tttc■sm from the■r ェnstructors ■n this study compared
to the criticism directed toward the high二skl■ed stu ents.
Thesё same resu■ts were sipported by studュes dёne by Brophy
and GoOd (1970a′ 970b′ 1974)and G00d et al. (1972).  The
study by Bropliy and Cood (■970b)reVea■d that teachers
directed an average of s■x crュtical comments for ievery favorニ
ablel one toward thё ■ow―achievement studehts.  In the Cood
et a■. (■972) study′ the high―achiёvement students receivёd
more pra■se and less cr■tic■sm than the ■ow―achievement     ‐
students.  In the present studyノth  ■o"―ski■ed students
received miore criticism than the high―ski■■ёd students, t ls
coincidett with Good et a■。 (■972).
In the present study′ the significant use of accOptance
of ideas and actiOns by teaёhers with the high…ski■led
students co■nc■des w■th ear■ier findings b, Martinek and
」ohnson (■979).  Martinek and Johnson (■979)′ studyi g
teachersl iiteractions through the use of the DAC′ fOund the
high achievers reCe.ved a sign■ficantly greater acceptance
of the■r ■deas than the ■ow ach■evers。
The present study a■S6 supportl ear■ier findi,gS by
Martinek and 」ohnson (■979)on the variable of teaёher
questioning. ‐In their study′a significant■y greater nulnber
of analytica■ questions were found′to be asked of the high
achiёvers than the ■ow achievers.
The use of teacher directi9ns il thiS Study dOesrnot i
suppOrt the resu■ts found by Martinek arid 」ohnson (■979).
The prё
`ё
nt ltuuy shOwed the low二skill d students reddiving
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a sign■ficant■y greater alnount of teacher directions′ whereas
in Martinek and 」ohnson (■979)′ the high―achievement students
rece■ved a sign■f cant■y greater aFnOunt of teacher directions.
The results of the present study f9und the low―ski■led
students to be more,predictab■e in the r responses and they
initiated their｀be aviors more often.  Past studies have not
obta■ned any resu■ts which cou■d be used to sup10rt the
present findings.  FrOm these resu■ts′ it might be assumeo
the high―skil■ed students fee■ mor  comfortab■e around
teachers because of the ■n■tiative ■n the■r behav■or a■ong
with the increase in interpretive responses.  In ■ooking at
the results obtained in this study′ the ■ow―sk ■ed student
can be expected to respond more predictably′ especia■■y
s■nce they rece■ve more directions than the high―sti■led
students.
In the present investigation′ no significant dュfference
between the teacher with the high…ski■ed group and with the
low―ski■led group was fOund On the variab■e teac r infoェ1llat n
giving.  In reviewing the,literature′ there have been no       '
other studies which ha予9 repOrted any sign■ficant differences
concern■ng teacher ■nfoェlllatiOn giv■g.  ェt‐would らe expected   .
■n a teaching setting to find a■■ students rece■v■ g pprox`   ｀
imate■y the same amount of infoニュllatiOn regarding thё c■ass a
activity.
Further resu■ts of the present study revealed more・
■nteraction taking p■ace between the high_ski■■ d students ・
and the■r teachers than bOttteen thё■ow―ski■l d students and   ・
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the■r teachers.  These findings are ■n accordance w■th t｀hOse
found by Martinek´nd 」ohnson (■979).  Brophy and c60d (1970b)
and G00d (1970)a■So recordea findingS Which suppo■t the pFeSёnttコ
resu■ts re■ating to the high―ski■led students be■g gttven more ｀1
oppOrtun■y to ■nteract w・h the■r teachёrs as compared to the
interaction WhiCh takes p■ace between the teachers and the ■ow―
ski■ed students.                                              `
It is hdped from the resu■ts obtained in this study′
teachers wi■l be more conscious of the way they are interacting
wュth students ■n the■r c■asses, whether high―ski■ed or ■ow―
ski■ed.  Teachers ■n the present study showed sign■ficant
favoritism toward the'high―skil■ed students.  This type of
behaviOr will tend to a■■ow the high―skilled students to gai五  、
confiilence in their own abi■ity.  The low―skilled students′
h9WeVer′ were rece■vュng negative re■nforcement in the■r skil■
abi■ities.  This caused the ■ow―ski■ students to dislike
phys■ca■ education classes which puts a stra■n on bo h the
tdacher.and the student.  It is necessary for the teacherS to
try to make adjustments in their teaching patterns so thё
10w―ski■ldd students wiII have the opportunity to deve■op
some self―confidence ■n themsel,es as we■■ as ■n the phys.car
education prOgraln.  Teachёrs must make thё first move ■n
helさtig the ■ow―ski■led students tO ga■n confidence ュn
themse■v s.                                                     '
summary
A‐MANOVA was perfOェュlled on the nine DAC variables.
Sign■ficant differences were fOund.between thё iteaching
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intёractions with the high―ski■ed group and with ゼhe low―
ski■ed group′ F(9′■■2)= ■4。4■9′ p く .oo■.  This ■ed to
the re]ection of the nu■■ hypothesis which stated thざt‐ there
wou■d be no significant difference between the teaching        I
■nteraction behav■or patterns of ma■e secondary phys■ca■
education instructors with high―ski■led and w t  low―ski■■ed  l
studeits.
FO■lowing MANOVA′ two fo■■ow―up tests were conduCted.
,「
r
The first was a discriminant function ana■ysis (Tab■e 2)
which revea■d that teacher acceptance′teacher praise′
student in■iated behav■or′ nd teacher question■ng accou ted
for over 88亀 of the between―group variance.  The second test′
a ser■es of un■varate ana■yses of var■ance′ resulted in
sign■ficant differences on eight of the n■ne DAC var■ab■es at
the .05_■eve of signifttcance (Tab■e 3).  eacher praise′
teacher acceptance′ teacher question■ng′ student interpretive  r
response′ and student in■tiated behav■or revea■ed sign■ficant
differences′ w■th the hig,二ski■ed group hav■ng the dreater
percentage.  Teacher directions′ teach r cr■tic■sm′ and student
predictab■e response revea■ed signficant differences w■th
the ■ow―ski■ed group hav■ng the greater percentage.
Table 5 showed the top interaction Pattern for both groupst
was teacher directions.  It shou■d be noted that the low…
ski■ed group redeived a■■ost tw■ce the perceltゴge.ofュ 三recヒ1。n,  :
as did.the high―ski■led grOup.  ihe sequence of behavi6rも    ｀ |
recorded suggests that teacher, gaVe.the high―skil■ed students  ,
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a greater opportunity for student interpretive response with
fewer directions.given which resulted in more praise and
acceptance of iclea-s given to the high-skilled students. The
low-skilled students, on the other hand, spent the greater
percentage of class time receiving information and directions
fotlowed by student predictable response which did not alfow
the opportunity for the low-skilled student to receive aS
much praise or to have their ideas and actioris accepted.
Further results revealed that more interactions took
place between, the high-skilled students and their teachers
ttran between the low-skilled students and their teachers.
The results'of this study supported earlier evideince
of high achievers receiving more praise, significantly more'
acceptance of ideas, and analytical questions found by
Martineit and Johnson (Lg7g) while studying dyadic interaction
patterns occurring in physical education blasses.
“  t ,   t   `  ・
?
?? i:l≒:1,1押i‐¨,1
" Chapter.6
.SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS,. AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Sununary
FOR FURTHER ISTUDY
It was the purpose of this study to deteニュll ne if male
SecOndary physica■ education instructors' behavior patteェ.ls
were different when ■nteracti g w■th high―ski■ed studёnts    .
and with.■owiski■■ed studentso  Fifteen ma■e secOndary r
physica■ ёducatiOn instructors (grades 7 throughi■2)from
the centra■ and western'New York areas served as subjects.
From each instructOr・'  c■ass there were ■O students chosei′  、
for a tota■ of ■50 student´Jarticipants。       ,           ｀  1
c■ass inStructors ranked their students floh highiSki■■
abi■ity tO ■9■ ski■■ abi■ty pFiOr to the tap■ng of the
first c■ass.  The_top 33t were desighatet as‐ the highiski■■ed.:
the bottom 33t were'designated as the ■ow―sk ■ёd s u ents。
Ten studonts were randomly selected to participate ュn the
study′ =ive frOm each of the t,o categor■es.  Each s udё■ゼ
was identified by a numbered pinnie which he wore.
Data for analysi, were col■ected from three v■dё6tap s
'made OF evёfy subjOct.. The viceOtapes were then codOd by
an ettpeft coder using the Dyadic AdaptatiOn to CAFIAS tё
assess the teacher―s udent inte:acti6n taking 3■ace il e五|11 ′‐
class。           _                    '
ras 
.used to deterinin6
1i,,
significant differences in teaching behavior between-the inter-
' 
., 1
actions oi the teachers with the two groups. This analysis
found : signirficant-differences between the teachersr interactions
???
?
?
?
，
?
?
?
‐
?
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with the two groups which led to the rejection of the nuIl
hypothesis which stated that there would be no significdnt
. 
difference betwe'en the teaching interaction behavior patterns
of male second.ary physical education instructors with high-
skilled and with low-skiIled students
A discriminant function analysis revealed that teacher
acceptance, teacher praise, student initiated behavior, and
teacher questioning accounted for over 888'of the between-
group variince. Univariate analysis of variance showed
:
significant differences on eight of the nine DAC variables
at the .05 level of significance. The high'-skilled group had
- a greater percentage of teacher praise, teacher acceptance,
teacher questionitg, student interpretive resPonse, and
student ihitiated behavior. The low-skiI1ed group received
a greater percentage of teacher directions′ teacher c ■t■c■sm″    、   (
and student predictable response.
Conclusions
The results of this study led to the following
conclusions regarding male physical education instructors'
interaction behavior patterns toward high-skilIed and low-
skilled students:
' L. .Male physical education instructors were foijnd to r
have greater'interaction with the high-skilled Students than
with the low-skilled studentsII,W-DJ\IIIEIJDLIJUSIIUD....
2. The male physibal education instructors exhibited. more
praise and acceptance of ideas when interacting with thts
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high-ski1led students than with the low-ski1led students.'
3. The male physical education instructors directed
more criticism and directions toward the Iow-skilled students
than toward the high-skilIed students.
4. The male physical education instructors wer6 found
to direct more questions toward the high-skilled students.
5. The male physical education instructors allowed
more Student interpretive responses along with morb 
.student
initiated behavior when interacting with the high-skilIed
t
students
6. ´The ma■e physica■ education instructors rёceivёd
more student predictab■e response from the ■ow―ski■ed
students.
Recommendations fof Further study・
1。  Further replication of the present study cou■d
be undδrtaten at the e■ementary level・
2. Conduct a similiar study looking at teachers teaching
the same actj.vity to determine if the activity has an'effect
on the interaction taking place between the teacher and his
students
3. Further replication of the present study could be
undertaken to compare any differences in interaitions which
occur between male and female teachers with. high-skiiraa ana
with low-skilled students.
Appendix A
CODER.S RELIABILITY FOR SELECTED
Teacher ■★
SUB」ECTS USttNG SPEARMAN.S
ヽ
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二s   i
Top 10 Ce■ls Rank
Observation
one
Rank
Observation
Two
?
? d2
8-5
4-駄
5…8
6…8
8 -ヽ3
5-4
3-5
8ヽ…8ヽ
5二5
5-6
■
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
■01
■
2
3
4
6
5
7
8
9.5
9.5
。00
.00
。00
.00
■.00
1.00
。00
.00
。50
.50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
25
25
■
1
Total 2。50
★r＼亭 。985。       '
一S
Top ■O ce■■s ■isted refer tO the ordOr
frequency.
Rank Observation one and obServation
of the coding.
d refers to the differences between
for observation one and observation
d2 refers to thёd cO■umn squared.
-,-::l
L
of coderls numericaJ.l .
two refer to the origih
:
the ranks of 'each cell
two.
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Appendix A (COntinuёd)       ‐
CODER'S RELIABILITY FOR SELECTED SUB」ECTS USING SPEARMAN'S ttL          .
Teacher 2士                                   `
Top 10 CeIIs Rank Rank
observation observation d d.2
One Two
'c
6-8
4-8
5-4
8-5
5-6
2-5
5-8
7…2
8-3
8-6 〓?｝
?
???
??
???
?
?
?
?
．
?
?
?
?
???
．
?
??????????????
?
‐
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
??
???
?
?????
?
?
?
??
?
?????
????
??
??
????
?
?
??
?
Total 6.100
★r = .964.
一S
TOp ■O Cel■s isted refer to the ordel of cOder・s numerical
frequency。
Rank Observation one and observatiOn two refer to the origin
of the coding.
d rerers to the differences between the ranks of each ce■■
for observattton one and observation two.
d2 refers tO the d CO■umn squared`
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:       Appendix B            、             」
工NFORMED CONSENT FORM               °・ 、
TEACHER COPY
The study in which you are asked to participate is
■ooking at the ■nteraction behav■or patterns of ma■ e secondary
phys■ca■ education ■nstructors w■th the■r students.
The fo■■ wing procedures wil■ be uЁed:  you ttil1 6ё.                          `,     F        ,t.
videotaped on three days.  Thё′peri6d thatFyou vi■l'be=     ~      1
videotapёd Wi■■ be 30 minutёs in lengthO  During those periods  ,
you wi■■ be wearing a microphone which shou■d not interfere―
w■th your teaching activ■t eso  You W■■■ be asked to fi■l ut
a questionnOire prior to the taping of the first c■asso  The
questionna■re wl  be a ranking of students from high ski■■
ability to low ski■■ abi■ty.  The time needed to fi■■ out the
questionnaire wil■ be approximatO■y ■O mttnuteso  Ten students′
from the results of your rankings′ w■■ be asked to wear a  J
pinn■e for the purpose of identification on the v■deotape.
It is assured that all info'rmation about you will be
kept strictly confidential. If you do not have any questions,
and at you are willing to participate in the study, please
sign your narne on the line beIow. I
Name:
Date:
?
?????
Appendix c 
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INFORI{ED CONSENT FORM
STUDENT COPY
The study in which you are'asked to participate i's
looking at the interaction behavior patterns of male seiondary
physical education'instructors with their students-
The following procedures will be used: you wi.Il- be
videotaped on three days. The period. that you are videotaped
will be 30 minutes in length. During this time you will be
wearing a numbered pinnie for process of identification on
the videotape. The pinnie will be given to you by your instruct6r.
It is assured that all the informatj-on about you will be
kept strictly confidential. Your name will not be known by
the researcher. If you do not have any questi6ns, and if you
are willing to participate in this study, please sign your
name below.
Name:
Date:
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